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o the community of biblical scholars,
Peter’s first epistle remained in the shadows for
years. This was largely because of an overwhelming
fondness for Paul and his letters. But things have changed
in recent years. And as providence would have it, Peter’s
message may be just what the church needs to hear today.
Where?
First Peter is a “general” (sometimes called a “catholic” or
“encyclical”) epistle because it was meant to have broad
appeal.1 Though some challenge that kind of designation
today, we certainly get this sense from the extent of the
region 1 Peter intended to reach—dispersed believers in
five of the larger provinces of Asia Minor (1 Peter 1:1).2
Taking a closer look at how the provinces unfold
can be revealing. Peter began in the north with the
region of Pontus, touching on the southern coast
of the Black Sea. Then he continued clockwise to
include Galatia, then Cappadocia to the east-south‑
east. The apostle then made an abrupt 180‑degree turn
to include the province of Asia at the extreme western
region of the peninsula before turning north to finish with
Bithynia, closely identified with Pontus. Someone famil‑
iar with the region at the time could not miss it; Peter’s
list suggests a rough circle.3 By doing so, he set the stage
to speak of something prevalent across the Asian subconti‑
nent, all of which helps us to appreciate several important
facts about the early spread of the gospel.
At the time Peter wrote this epistle (ca. a.d. 62‑64),
Asia Minor had a landmass covering some 291,000 square
miles, a bit larger than the state of Texas and generally
characterized as rugged, mountainous, of an “unhealthy
climate” and filled with bandits.4 Given the region’s size,
terrain, and dangers, the fact that the gospel had achieved
such broad penetration within the span of no more than
30 years was impressive. When one considers that Asia
was divided into small and mutually hostile states, surely
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ethnic diversity only compounded the difficulty
of the mission. Yet despite the issues and perceptions that
can tear at the social fabric of any diverse confluence of
humanity, followers of Jesus were coming together under
a common experience in Christ, as we shall see below.
Who?
The implication of 1 Peter causes us to ask how such
a broad distribution of Christians might have come
about. We know Paul established churches in the area
of Pamphylia and southern Galatia as early as a.d. 48‑49
(Acts 13:13–14:28). Later, Paul traveled through those same
areas where he had previously founded some churches
(15:40–16:5). Though his initial stay at Ephesus was brief
(18:19‑21), he returned to the Asian city during his third
missionary journey, with churches being started during
that time (18:23–19:14). Was Peter writing to churches Paul
founded? Cephas never mentioned Paul in the letter, so we
do not know. Regardless, early Pauline churches and those
that other believers founded certainly took their evangelis‑
tic mandate seriously. Acts 16:5 confirms that the churches
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“were strengthened in the faith and increased in number
daily.”5 Over the span of 10 to 15 years, those pioneer works
had surely penetrated their world and not just numerically.
In fact, the discipleship of new believers had been so
successful that families and close friends had taken notice
of changed lifestyles; and this did not sit well with many.
This then was the reason Peter wrote this epistle; the
transformed lives of the believers stood in stark contrast
to their former lifestyles. These changes had prompted an
acute negative reaction. To be precise, believers were being
subjected to harassment and mistreatments. Although this
was happening broadly, we find no evidence that indicates
Rome had instituted a formal policy throughout Asia
Minor to persecute Christians.6 What is more likely is
that many people had come to faith in Christ in a dramat‑
ic, life-altering way; and this was causing a kind of verbal
backlash from their kinsmen and friends, more severe in
some places than in others.
Why?
In this connection, Peter’s characterization of his readers
as “temporary residents,” a theme he repeats (1:1,17; 2:11),
is crucial to the interpretation of this letter. Passages
such as 1:18; 2:10; and 4:3‑4 suggest the readers were pre‑
dominantly Gentiles.7 Although the vast majority of
readers had come out of paganism, the new believers
were experiencing a kind of social ostracism from com‑
munities that no longer saw them as belonging. But they
were not alone. To his beleaguered audience, Peter wrote
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from his own “Babylon” (5:13), the archetypical place of
exile and alienation in the biblical record (see Ps. 137;
Isa. 39:5‑7; Jer. 20:4‑5; Matt. 1:11).
Peter acknowledged that individuals who had
known and cavorted with these Christians before their
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conversion took offense at the believers’ transformed
lifestyles. The result was fiery ordeals for believ‑
ers (1 Pet. 4:12).8 But, what exactly was the nature of
these ordeals? His readers, Peter explained, had recently
been the recipients of “various trials” (1:6); had suf‑
fered unjustly (2:19); and had endured grief (v. 20),
insults (3:9), slander (4:4), and ridicule (v. 14). Yet in
spite of the many vexing injustices, the apostle never
signaled retreat to the former life to avoid such tribula‑
tions. Instead, his answer to the crisis was three-fold:
believers were to resist, defend, and rejoice. While those
reading his epistle were to resist Satan (5:8‑9), Peter
expected the trials would continue, providing them
with an opportunity to defend their faith (2:12; 3:13‑16).
These were the first two, but what about the third?
Throughout this brief epistle, Peter reminded his read‑
ers of Jesus and His suffering (2:21‑23; 3:18; 4:1‑2,13‑14). Jesus
was their ultimate example of One who suffered unjustly.
And herein is the irrefutable scandal of this epistle. Peter
dared to cast Christians’ suffering in a new light, even
though Satan might have inspired their hardship and his
willing accomplices carried it out. The apostle identified
their sufferings with those of Christ, challenging them,
“rejoice as you share in the sufferings of the Messiah, so

that you may also rejoice with great joy at the revelation of
His glory” (v. 13). Readers should be clear—while First Peter
does offer eschatological hope—the letter is not escapism,
for suffering always comes with the territory and can be
a source of rejoicing in our new identity in Christ.
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